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Purpose of the Report
To critically evaluate the function of the current County Jail and Sheriff’s Offices and how it impacts their
ability to effectively meet the County’s needs now and in the future. This along with the building report
supplied by Klingner and Associates (April 9, 2018) should allow the county to make decisions
concerning the future of this structure.

Executive Summary
This report identifies issues related to the safe function of a facility that must incorporate the needs of
the public, the staff as well as the inmates.







An effective layout for staff interaction with public.
Staff safety.
The limitation of movement for inmates.
The interaction of staff with inmates.
The ability to classify inmates in terms of separation of sight, sound and temperament
Issues regarding current jail standards
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History and Background
The Warren County jail and Sheriff’s office facility that is in use today is comprised of two structures. The
original building was constructed in 1878 and served as the jail and the Warren County Sheriff’s
residence. The building was built very similar to any residence of that era with the unique aspect of it
also having two cells situated on the upper floor. It is a wood framed structure with a stone foundation.
Based on the size and configuration the holding area was limited to four beds.
The 1878 structure outgrew the county housing needs so in 1915 an addition was added to the east side
of the original structure that added two floors with four cell blocks. Two 16 bed cell blocks on the lower
level and two eight bed cell blocks in the upper floor and an adjoining work release room and a program
area. The entire building received a brick veneer when the addition was added which helped visually
blend the two structures. This included enclosing of the front porch which added usable square footage
for the department. The addition of four new housing areas to the original holding cells from 1878 gave
the county five housing areas for classification of inmates. The building has been in active use for the
past 103 years with minor revisions and remodels since the 1915 addition.

Photo 1 – The south elevation gives you a good idea of the two structures that make this facility. The left
side of the kitchen entry (ramp with railings) is the 1878 structure the right side is the 1915 addition.
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Security Evaluation
This report will assess the facility in terms of the construction, detention equipment, security electronics
and function of the space. In the function component we will discuss the concept of distinct areas of
circulation for the public, staff and the detained.
Construction
The facility, as mentioned earlier, is comprised of two structures and they are very different in their
construction. The original 1878 building is not a “hardened” building it is a brick veneered, wood framed
structure that sits on a stone foundation. It was not designed as a jail. It was designed to be both the
Sheriff’s home and office with two steel cells within the structure. The 1878 portion of the facility is
primarily utilized as office space, inmate booking, public/inmate visitation and the Kitchen for the
facility. Accessing the second floor and basement is done by wood stairs. There is no elevator, so it
doesn’t meet ADAAG for accessibility. The finishes are appropriate but dated in most of the
administration areas of the facility. We do not like the use of sheet vinyl flooring in the area adjacent to
the small holding area on the second floor. That material could be used to make a weapon or tool of
some kind (see photo 2 & 3).

Photo 2 – The decorative handrail and balusters gives you some idea that the stair in the 1878 structure
was residential in nature.
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Photo 3 – A view of the original holding cell(s) from the upper floor of the 1915 addition.
The addition made in 1915 is a masonry structure that appears to be constructed of multiple masonry
wythes with white glazed brick interior and a red brick veneer on the exterior. The windows are
interesting in the fact that they have glass block on the exterior (visual disruption), a set of security bars
set inboard of the glass block and then a single pane glass window on the inmate side of the wall. The
glazing doesn’t appear to be attack resistant and while it isn’t directly accessible to the inmates it is only
kept out of reach of inmates by a bar front barrier (separating the dayroom space from the officer’s
walk). If the glazing isn’t tempered it poses some concern that, if broken, glass shards could fall within
reach of an inmate. We are not sure we understand the purpose of the interior window, it’s not a
deterrent to keep inmates from accessing the security bars since there is bar front accessible on the cell
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fronts and the dayroom barrier. It was potentially used for climate control purposes. The building was
designed as a hardened space with appropriate ceilings and concrete floors.

Photo 4 – The 1915 addition utilized glass block, detention bars and an internal glazed window

Exiting the upper floor of the cell blocks, in our opinion, is not code compliant. Two exits are required
and if the secure stairs were blocked, the only exit is a detention bar front door that needs to be keyed
open as well as a metal weather barrier door that must be opened before the inmates would climb
down a ladder to the unsecured yard between the courthouse and the jail. If an inmate that is in a
specific classification (i.e. Female general population or male work release) and has mobility issues the
stair or the counterweighted ladder would not be a feasible exit (the ladder is visible in photo 1). and
you don’t want to utilize an entire cell block on the lower level for a single inmate with a mobility issue
and special classification. The lower level has the largest capacity for those more typical classification
but it’s also the only ADAAG accessible area for detainees.
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Photo 5 – Second level exit door (white with barred window) to the exterior counterweighted ladder.
No apparent roof leaks were evident, and none were mentioned in our discussion with staff. Water
issues in the basement however were noted. The evidence of that damage was noticeable. You could
see where a waterline broke under-slab and heaved the floor up. The basement of the Warren County
jail is not usable for anything but storage due to accessibility. They use this space for inmate laundry and
laundry storage as well as secured storage for evidence and office supplies. The forced air furnace
system is hung from the stair structure and not sitting on the slab which was a good situation when the
water line break occurred. The basement also has access doors and openings to the crawl spaces under
the 1915 addition and the enclosed porch on the 1878 structure.
When the building(s) were built the big concern in terms mechanical systems was heating the space.
This was and still is achieved today using the central mechanical chase to duct both air and plumbing.
That chase is how the ventilation ducts are distributed and it allows access to the combination toilet
fixtures without requiring a maintenance or repair person to enter a dayroom or cell. This is important in
terms of safety for them as well as staff and inmates. When tools are introduced into an inmate area
there is typically a check in process and a tool count when they are finished. This is time consuming but
necessary when the design requires it. That center utility chase is a design that is still used in today’s
modern facilities. Cooling was achieved in 1915 by moving air and the bar front cells were a benefit in
those regards.
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Detention Equipment
As you may imagine the facility was outfitted with the state of the art equipment in 1915. The use of bar
front in that era was commonplace and not thought of as dangerous. During that time the County
Sheriff was dealing typically with local crime and had help for the behavioral health issues that plague
counties today. As the inmate has changed so have the requirements of today’s facilities. The bars allow
a person to easily tie off and asphyxiate themselves. The openness allows an inmate to reach through
and grab clothing, items or the person on the other side. You cannot isolate and discipline an inmate. It
hurts the acoustics (safety issue), allows unwanted communication between inmates including
unsolicited discussions with genders (which includes the visiting public), besides the sound separation
that is required by the State of Illinois DOC (Section 701.70) there are concerns about odors as well as
air borne pathogens that everyone is exposed to in this setting. Bar front is no longer the acceptable
construction for detention enclosures and a liability for a county.
The bar front openings in the cell blocks are locked with a gang system developed by the Pauly Jail
Builders of St. Louis, Missouri. This is a well-known company and system that was popular in its time.
The company is still in existence but no longer design and builds locking systems. They are a detention
equipment installer located in Indiana. It is nearly impossible to replace parts for these antiquated gang
release door systems. It requires pieces to be manufactured or modified from salvaged systems of the
same era. That is expensive and not practical for a functioning facility. If a single piece disables an entire
series of doors in a cell block that cell block is rendered useless and requires that cell space be made for
those persons.
The single leaf “swing door” openings in the facility are secured with a paracentric detention lock. This is
the large “skeleton key” type of lock that is still in use today for certain door types. They are durable and
hard to foul. With the advent of electronic access control this lock type is now typically utilized in utility
chases, food pass doors and some non-electronically controlled door locations.

Photo 6 – The patent dates on the Pauly Jail Building sliding locking device gives you some idea of the
technology present in the current facility.
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The bunks are attached to the steel cell wall and then additionally supported with steel strap stock from
the outside edge to the steel wall above the bunk. This is a ligature issue. The cell layout itself has been
modified with the demising wall between two cells removed. At one time there were eight cells in the
lower cell blocks and 16 beds per block. The cells didn’t meet the unencumbered area requirements of
the American Correctional Association (ACA) so We are speculating that was the reason the steel
demising wall was removed. With the steel panel removed, the cell had 4 bunks and that didn’t meet
the Illinois Jail standards of a maximum of two detainees per cell (Section 701.80). The Sheriff is
currently removing the upper bunks to meet the latest State of Illinois department of Corrections letter
of non-compliance (see attachments). This leaves a large cell used by two inmates with two sliding doors
in each cell. The mechanism that operates the gang release that opens and closes the cell doors is too
old and complex to disable one of the cell doors into each cell. This would give the staff more control
and make things less confusing, but it is not practical.

Photo 7 – Typical cell layout
It appears that the facility switched out detention porcelain (some porcelain fixtures are in storage and
in the original holding cell(s) of the 1878 building) for stainless steel combination units. These units
combine the toilet and sink in a single unit that minimizes the plumbing access points and lessens the
possibility of someone tying off on it or even breaking the unit as easily as porcelain units.
Unfortunately, the combination units are part of the State of Illinois DOC write up on issues with
sanitation. The care of the units requires non-acidic cleaners for the stainless steel and the valve bodies
that control the water flow require treated water and regular scheduled maintenance.
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The inmates eat in their cell or at the counter and bench located on the dayroom barrier. The area from
the barrier to the outside wall is for staff to walk and view inmates in their cells. This saves space, but
the remaining unobstructed floor area won’t meet the ACA dayroom requirements of 35sf/inmate. Even
with the reduced bunk count the state has mandated. The area certainly didn’t meet that requirement
in its original configuration. These square footage requirements may not be something the average
constituent cares about however the ACA sets a standard that allows facilities to hold federal inmates,
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detainees and by meeting these ACA requirements it
reduces the number of baseless lawsuit claims that can inundate every county.

Photo 8 – The dayroom area for the cell block with eating counter and bench. The food is delivered on
trays through the food pass opening in the middle of each bench.
The ACA requires one shower per 12 inmates. The original layout wouldn’t have met that requirement.
However, the reduction of bunks (per the State DOC) has helped that situation by reducing the cell block
bed count to 8 bunks (lower level cell blocks). The main issue with the current shower situation is the
age of the materials and the previous finishes. The walls appear to have absorbed a lot of water over the
last 103 years and that has caused concerns with deterioration of the concrete and mold growth.
Security Electronics
The building doesn’t have access control in the jail. The use of cameras was added more recently in the
structure’s history. The problem with post construction electronics in a hardened building is the inability
to bury the wiring in the existing walls. All the camera installations required a power wire and data wire
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be strung from the camera location back to the computer for recording and display on a monitor. That
required that the cameras be set in locations that minimized inmate access because the wiring could not
be secured. Wire, wire molding, exposed conduit can be used as weapons, ligatures or tools and make
the job of the staff harder and more dangerous. Some of those locations don’t allow for the best views
located outside of the dayroom barriers but it does give the staff a better chance to record incidents.
Based on the DOC report a new video monitor was recently installed that allowed, or improved, the
viewing of those camera shots. The door at the administration entrance as well as the kitchen entrance
use a lock that can be opened using a key fob or inputting a code. These locks are on doors that are not
detention doors but are part of an exit path. By code, those doors should be wired to a fire alarm system
and allow people to exit without using the key fob or the key code. But because the exit path mixes both
public, staff and potentially inmates in the visitation area it’s not treated that way.
As stated previously, an I-3 facilities are required to be fire sprinkled, have a smoke alarm system. The
cell blocks also required to have a smoke purge system. The smoke purge system implements a fan(s)
that act as high-speed exhaust system to avoid death by smoke inhalation and are limited to one unit
per two inmate modules or cell blocks. However, those cell blocks must have smoke barrier walls to seal
them from the other areas. That wouldn’t be possible in this facility as it exists.

Function
Layout
Staff appear to utilize three separate entrances but primarily the front entrance and the south entrance
(Kitchen). There is a third entrance on the north side of the building that enters the secure side of
visitation. As we mentioned earlier in this report we feel that this was at one time the jail’s booking
area. It has its own entrance and it makes sense regarding the concept of separating public from staff
areas and isolating detainees in a secure “envelope”. The secure envelope includes areas accessed by
the detainees (cells, dayrooms, program spaces, exercise yard, medical and secure circulation). In
modern facilities any exit leaving the secure envelope is created with a “man trap” that requires two
detention doors to be opened to release someone into a non-secure area.
The facility does a reasonable job maintaining control over how the public access as the facility except in
the visitation area. It was built to allow face to face visitation between public and inmate. We noticed
that the construction of the visitation area is not “hardened” construction and we suggest that the area
always be supervised or implement a different visitation system and return this space back to a booking
area. The detainee in this current configuration is one door opening away from an escape attempt.
The other issue with this area is the south kitchen entrance is the only ADAAG compliant entry for the
building. If someone comes to visit that is wheelchair bound or has mobility issues they are brought in
the south door bringing them into what typically designated as a staff only area. Again, there will be
some that do not see the importance of that area being designated staff only but if there is contraband
being introduced or corrections officers being distracted that leads to incidents (are sharp objects
secured in the kitchen?) you’ll see the significance of that policy.
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More facilities are being designed with video visitation areas off the public lobby. This eliminates
escorting an inmate to the visitation area as it is currently designed, and it keeps the visitor in a
controlled lobby. As of now, the public is brought in, and passes through, the area they book people into
the facility. We see that as a potential area of conflict. It also allows the public visitor visual access to the
camera shots (the monitor is in the officer/booking area) and the potential to communicate with others
in the cell block through the bar front door or have to deal with the comments coming from the cell
block through the bar front door.
The 1915 cell block addition is two separate floors that require observation and staffing. It is a linear
design with the face of the cells perpendicular to the staff’s line of sight. The cell blocks are separated
with a central chase space. The layout also has a walkway/corridor outside of the dayroom bar front
barrier. It is a secure path for staff to walk down the length of the cell block and to check on inmates.
Upstairs that walk way leads to rooms on each side (north and south) of the building. Those rooms were
used as a program space (i.e. Church, AA, NA, GED classes) on the south side and a work release housing
area on the north. This walkway is important from a liability standpoint and was designed to allow a
correctional officer to check on inmates as part of a watch tour. A watch tour allows staff a documented
way to make sure inmates are secured and accounted for on regular intervals. This gives the Sheriff a
way to document and build a timeline if there is an incident (death or injury) or if an inmate is missing.
To gain access to the upper floor the staff exited the lower cell block and proceeded out in to what we
believe was the original booking area (now used for visitation) and opened the detention door into the
secure stair. All of this takes time and slows the staff’s response to situations, unless doors are left open
(not secured) which has its own consequences. We were told that staff isn’t located on each floor all day
so there is some staff movement between levels. As previously mentioned, staff can access the original
1878 holding area from the 1915 upper cell blocks. They walk up a small flite of stairs to a bar front door
on yet a third level. The stairs are not code compliant and would need to be rebuilt with a landing and
handrails. In our opinion the non-hardened construction of the second-floor holding area of the 1878
building is a weak point in the security envelope. It should have been removed when the 1915 addition
was added.
Modern jails utilize a mogul style locking system that offers more flexibility. It is a smaller (read: lighter)
key to carry and can be utilized in 8” and 2” jamb detention locks that utilize the three basic
electronically controlled systems, pneumatic, electro-mechanical and solenoid actuated. They can also
be used in mortised style detention locks and other manual function locks. This lets the officers carry
fewer keys that allow access to rooms in controlled zones and they access those zones by staff in a
control room that open the doors electronically. That redundancy eliminates the inmates from taking
keys from a staff member and making their way to an exit from the building.
Another function issue the Sheriff and his staff must deal with is the growing population of inmates with
behavioral issues. Without a true intake and booking area, staff must bring detainees into their office
area to start the booking process. This is when a person is still in the fight or flight mindset and it
complicates the process. We would recommend inmates be delivered to the facility and secured in a
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sallyport that has access to holding cells that lead directly into the intake and booking area. We refer to
those as dirty holding cells and they require the inmate to be properly searched and processed before
they are introduced into the booking floor from their holding cell. There is a growing need to include
padded cells as an option for the correctional staff. Inmates that are a danger to staff and themselves
can be put in specific suicide resistant smocks and held in these rooms until they’re more compliant to
the staffs demands. This can be drug related, or due to mental illness, or both. This is a growing problem
as the Sheriff and their staff have become the most active institution regarding the treatment and
housing of the mentally ill.
The lack of a medical treatment area and cells to isolate and treat persons with a communicable disease
creates another concern. These areas are typically holding cells that are ventilated so the HVAC system
creates negative pressure. The rooms are exhausted at a greater rate than it is supplied taking the
potential pathogens/contagions out of the facility rather than recirculating them. These detention
medical treatment areas allow you to secure medication properly and gives the medical provider a
location for confidential discussions and examinations. With the risks that come with tuberculosis,
MRSA, Hepatitis strains, HIV/AIDS taking the time to do a thorough medical exam is good policy and
having the designated space for that work is a benefit to the county.
Video visitation makes better use of the staff’s time and allows the Sheriff to monitor the visitor’s
activity. It keeps the public in a public only visitation area and inmates stay in their dayrooms. These are
becoming more common. There are needs for face-t- face visits (separated by attack resistant glazing)
and attorney/client interview areas but for the majority of the inmate’s visitation time is accomplished
via a visitation video unit in their housing area. This reduces the need for staff to escort inmates back
and forth and let them focus on other tasks.
Another important function that is required by the ACA and is not part of the Warren County design is
an exercise yard. The ACA requires a 500sf exercise yard for a facility that has less than 100 inmates. If
the number exceeds 100 or more inmates that exercise yard grows to 1500sf.
Currently the jail staff walks the inmates to court. The inmates are cuffed and chained together and
escorted across the yard between the buildings and taken upstairs to the courtroom. That walk exposes
the correctional officer and inmates to those in the public. They are also exposed to the families of the
accused and the victim as they make their way from the yard to the courtroom. The need for a
corrections officer or deputy to escort inmates to the courthouse is an issue whether your 50 feet away
or 5 miles away. This process takes a trained person out of the jail and either has them on foot or in a
vehicle transporting one or more inmates to the courthouse. A secure travel path on foot is helpful or a
secure vehicular sallyport for transported inmates at the jail and the courthouse to eliminate issues at
the point of departure and arrival. Again, this helps reduce interaction between the public and the
detainee and it secures the inmate when they transfer from the vehicle into the building. This location,
and booking, is where the most conflicts with staff occur in a facility.
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Design options
To use the existing facility for the future needs of Warren County will require re-thinking in terms of
staff safety and inmate requirements. We feel that the staff are the focus of good design (safe, clean
efficient) and meeting the ACA’s requirements not only improves the confinement of the detainee it
lessens the liability of the county.
Two separate floors for holding inmates in a facility of this size is inefficient. You rely heavily on cameras
in a facility that wasn’t designed with cameras in mind. If there is less dependency on cameras it
becomes staff intensive. It would be our recommendation to keep inmates on one level with an actual
control room to monitor and focus on the inmates and jail staff. The grade to the south rises and it
makes adding to that side of the building more difficult in terms of grades and accessing the courthouse.
Certainly, a ramp (s) can make that a non-issue in terms of meeting the ADAAG. Growth to the east is a
better option in terms of grades but the existing cell layout doesn’t make growth east easy. It would
make more sense to utilize the crawl space and flip the cells to the outside walls and create a utility
chase along the glass block window walls and face the cells inward with a central corridor that would
exit the east wall into new construction. The second floor could be repurposed to accommodate road
patrol, evidence storage, interview rooms, training/classroom space. The exiting needs still exists and
required fire stairs would need to be added along with an elevator to meet accessibility requirements.
By todays codes, this building functions as an Institutional 3 (I-3) occupancy. This occupancy requires
that it is built with non-combustible construction materials and it requires a fire sprinkler system.
There are ways to make upgrades less costly. If the holding cell area on the second floor of the 1878 jail
was removed and that space repurposed, the occupancy of the original 1878 structure could be
designated as a business (B) occupancy and avoid the many issues related to the I-3 code. If it is left and
used for holding inmates you will have to make improvements to meet I-3 code requirements and it is
possible the State would require the County to bring the whole 1878 structure up to the current I-3
building code requirements. We do not feel that would be feasible or cost effective. The building
functions as two occupancy types, one occupancy is the administration function and the other is a
detention function. Since the detention function houses people that cannot voluntarily exit the facility
without assistance, the fire and life safety requirements are much more stringent. The two occupancies
require a separation in terms of a fire rating which requires labeled fire doors, fire caulked wall
penetrations (including shafts like the dumbwaiter and pass through door in the kitchen), attic space
separated from ceiling level to roof deck and separate air handling systems or ways to isolate with
dampeners. This is of course a simplification of what is involved, and further investigation would be
needed to fully understand the ramifications of that option.
The wood stairs are not code compliant and exceed the number of risers per run before requiring a
landing. The tread and risers weren’t measured but we believe they are also non-compliant. This is
another issue that our initial opinion is it creates an expense that may not be worth the effort. If the
second floor isn’t accessible by elevator or a code compliant stair we feel that the solution is to add to
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the south (we prefer this over housing in the south) and build a new secure south entrance with an
elevator and fire stair. The new entry could incorporate a man trap and controlled access whether it was
for public entry to visitation or inmate escort to the courthouse. The existing stair can remain, and it
could be used but it cannot be part of the exit path. This may limit the number of persons that can be
officed on the second level of the 1878 structure.
Another issue is the detention housing levels in the 1915 building addition do not align with the
administration floors so a fire exit stair and elevator for that floor would be needed. If located on the
east end of the existing housing it could help with growing the facility to the east.
That would be contingent on obtaining the unoccupied City Hall building site, directly east of the jail.
This concept does displace some staff parking (approximately 9 spaces) that would need to be
reassigned.
The area south of the jail has been discussed for adding housing but there are limitations. We would
need to stay a designated distance (code required) away from the courthouse and other adjacent
buildings to improve their fire ratings (window replacement at a minimum). Dayrooms require 35 square
feet per inmate and a masonry cell is approximately 104 square feet in area with the wall thickness
added to a 70 square foot cell (ACA suggested). These “building blocks” add up quickly and use the real
estate without adding significant beds. We feel significant remodel to the existing cell blocks would still
be required to give the county additional safe bed space to work with. Abutting this new 2 level
construction up to the south of the existing buildings is challenging. It can be done. We don’t feel like
that is the best solution.
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Illustration A – A conceptual layout utilizing the area east of the existing facility.
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Summary
The cost of brick and mortar is the thing that most people have concerns with on tax funded public
architecture, but the greatest cost is the necessary staff to run the facility successfully. New designs
maximize the staff’s ability by minimizing the inmate’s movement and maximizing the staff’s views. The
use of security electronics for access control of doors increases cost, but it allows one person the ability
to do things that may have required two or three previously. Does that investment over the lifetime of
the facility pay for itself? We believe it does.
We look at the county’s staff as an investment. Does it make sense to have staff working in an
environment that inmates can potentially grab them, throw things at them? Inmates that harm
themselves lead to law suits that hold the county and its staff liable for an inmate’s actions in a space
that is unsafe by today’s standards. Based on that notion, it makes sense to consider replacing the
facility with a modern jail and Sheriffs office that is designed to meet ACA guidelines to improve the
staffs working environment, improve the detainee’s conditions while eliminating the liabilities and
dangers that the county pays for in the long run. You can build to meet a bed count that meets the
current capacity needs and a growth factor (provided in the 2019 needs assessment report).
There is enough potential area to add to the 103-year-old existing jail structure to meet the current jail
needs. It will require the elimination of the unoccupied City Hall and site work required to keep inmates
on a single floor with mezzanine if necessary (staff efficient design). There are challenges with this
option. The linear addition limits the options on the layout and potentially separates some functions
that would benefit with being adjacent to each other. The inmates will still require escort to the
courthouse. Providing a vehicular sallyport that allows entry and exit and within reason of the cell floor
elevation (currently the cell floor is well above grade) so the processing of inmates doesn’t just add to
the identified ADAAG issues. The older buildings will also need to be brought up to current building code
compliance and that will require an elevator and additional fire stair(s). We would also suggest removing
the old bar front cells and repurposing that space for Correctional Officer and Sheriff staff, a kitchen,
laundry, training space and storage (including evidence).
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